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The Standard Model (SM) in the particle physics explains almost all the experimental 

facts in the field. However it is not fully satisfactory because it has many arbitrary parameters  

and does not explain the matter dominant universe, the particle picture of the dark matter, the 

gravity, and so on. We expect that the SM is an effective theory and new physics beyond the 

SM in higher energy scale will explain such remaining issues.

Searching for or measuring a quantity highly suppressed and precisely predicted in the 

SM is suitable to detect a new physics effect with a deviation from a SM prediction. Kaon 

decays also play important roles in the view point and we are running or planning three kaon-

decay experiments at J-PARC, which realizes high flux kaon beam with its high intensity 30-

GeV proton beam. One is E14, KOTO, experiment [1] to search for the rare CP-violating 

decay,  . The decay is not discovered yet and the SM prediction of the branching 

ratio  is  ,  which  is  currently  determined  in  the  precision  of  16  % due  to  the 

uncertainty in the CKM matrix elements, in which the theoretical uncertainty is 2.5 %. KOTO 

took the first physics run in 2013 and will re-start in 2015 to search for the decay down to the 

SM sensitivity in several years, where new physics models predict enhancements up to two 

orders of the magnitude from the SM prediction. Second is E36 experiment [2] to search for 

the violation of the lepton flavor universality, measuring the ratio of the two branching ratios 

for   and . The SM prediction is   with 0.04 % uncertainty. 

E36 is planed to run in 2015 and will reach the precision of 0.25 %, which is sensitive to 

some new physics models. The third is E06, TREK, experiment [2] to search for the violation 

of the time-reversal symmetry, measuring the T-odd quantity, transverse polarization of the 

muon from the decay, . The SM prediction is  and a spurious polarization 

from the final state interaction is less than . TREK will explore it down to  level , 

beyond which new physics would make an enhancement. TREK is still in the approving stage 

in J-PARC PAC. The collaboration runs E36 with the same spectrometer, which is also a good 

step toward TREK.

These kaon-decay experiments in J-PARC will be briefly introduced with reviews of the 

current limits and international competitions.
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